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Fixed bottomed 
met mast

Floating LiDAR buoy

❑ Data poor geographies

❑ Floating structure’s Capex influenced by fatigue load

assumptions

❑ Multiple stakeholder interests and obstacles

❑ Contingency and risk provision burdened business

models, prior to FID

What challenges can floating offshore wind face 
at the development phase?



A CREDIBLE TECHNOLOGY, PROVEN AND LOGGED
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A mature, commercialised technology for achieving project financing of offshore wind farms

❑ The Offshore Wind Accelerator (OWA) continues to be an ambassador to the sector, informing

the industry and setting best practices via its commercialisation roadmap

❑ The OWA has documented 84 floating LiDAR deployments across 40 locations (Europe, USA

and Taiwan), with 13 design types.

❑ Highly unlikely that met masts will be constructed for future offshore wind concessions

❑ Floating wind farms make the case for floating LiDAR especially compelling



The business model contribution levers available from a floating LiDAR

campaign:

❑ Early, site specific wind and metocean data, swift implementation, relatively easy permitting.

First tangible evidence of developer’s intentions.

❑ Increased period of collection.

❑ Rich, high resolution data at next-generation turbine hub-heights, down to 150m+ sea depths

❑ Extremely low environmental impact.

❑ Multiple locations possible within an assigned area, or ease of relocation during a campaign.

❑ A turn-key ready vendor market.



Optimise the business model prior to FID

Capex

• Refine floating 
structure mass

• Optimise turbine 
selection and layout

• Reduce pre-
construction headline 
value 

Opex

• Simulate the 
construction period

• Forecast the 
operations and crew 
transfer windows

• Unlock typically 
US$15-20Million of 
standby time

Financing

• Raise the P90/P50 
ratio, lower the cost 
of capital

• Lower production 
yield uncertainty to 
less than 4%

• Lower quantifiable 
risk 

❑ Design fatigue loads and storm loads are proportional to the square of the wind speed:

highly sensitive loads and lead to easy over-costs.

❑ Over conservative safety margins manifest in heavier, more costly bill of materials.

❑ Insight into weather windows, wave periodicity and sea conditions over the year allow

tow-out scenarios to be refined and crew transfer modelling



The industry provides you 

with:

❑ Data as a service mindset

❑ A compelling case for a 

spend at the pre-FID stage

❑ A modest investment cost, 

but not something to 

recklessly allocate.  

❑ Vendor selection is key for 

ensuring bankability of 

your proposed campaign.

the project financer’s choice for 
floating wind farm projects

Your benefits

❑ An early, single source 

provider of wind, ocean and 

marine ecology information

❑ Reduction of revenue 

uncertainty

❑ Cutting project contingencies

❑ Shaving headline Capex

❑ Raising developer 

engagement with stakeholders

❑ An independent data source

Let’s recap:

Enabling commercial-scale floating wind financing through wind resource measurement


